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SPECIFIC INFORMATION: FACULTY OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
 
 

1) ORGANISATION OF STUDY STAYS ABROAD IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

 
From next academic year, three groups of students are eligible to study abroad for a semester: 

 students in the third Bachelor’s year of TEW (Business Economics) /HI (Business 
Engineering) /BI (Information Systems Engineering),  

 students in the first Master’s year of HI/BI, and 
 students who wish to study abroad for an extra semester after their TEW Master’s. 

 

In principle, a third-year Bachelor’s student (in the first semester) should take programme 
components abroad that correspond as closely as possible to the components of the first semester 
programme at Hasselt University, and the second semester programme components in the second 
semester at the University of Hasselt. 
Exceptions to this may arise. For instance, a Hasselt University first semester programme component 
may have no equivalent at the host university. In this case, an equivalent programme component to a 

Hasselt University second semester course should be taken at the host university in the first semester. 
The first semester course should then be covered through self-study in the second semester. In some 

cases, the exam for this subject can be taken during the first semester exams at Hasselt University.  
 
For first year Master’s HI/BI students, the equivalency rule is a little less strict. The basis of the 
programme components that should be taken abroad is the first semester programme of the 
specialisation in both the first and second Master’s year. But because the quality of education at our 

partner universities and the programme component’s belonging to the specialisation are also very 
important here, there are more flexible rules of correspondence. Moreover, common programme 
components from the first semester of the two Master’s years and possibly a programme component 
from the first semester minor specialisation can also be taken. In total, the first year Master’s student 
will thus take 30 credits abroad from the first semester of both his/her Master’s years. The remaining 
credits from the first semester of both Master’s years can then be taken in the first semester of the 
second Master’s year at Hasselt. 

 
Just as at the University of Leuven, we offer students who complete their TEW Master’s this 
academic year the opportunity to study abroad for an additional semester. The idea is to take on the 

same focus (but not the same subjects) or a focus other than the specialisation taken at Hasselt; 
preferably, we recommend that 30 credits should be taken and the exams passed abroad. However, 
the Erasmus rules apply, which means that 21 credits are sufficient for a scholarship. The ‘Transcript 

of record’ will then be attached to the Hasselt University diploma. Equivalence is interpreted less 
strictly here. As this is an extra semester, students can select a number of programme components in 
their chosen focus while abroad (normally for 12 to 18 credits), and supplement these with courses 
from a list of other subjects. The choice of locations and destinations, however, is relatively limited. 

 
In addition, students taking their third Bachelor’s year next academic year can also go to 
summer school during the summer holiday (see section 5). 
 
 

 
2) ADDITIONAL SELECTION CRITERIA 
 

 
The following conditions apply to participation in exchanges: 

 
- the student must have entered into a degree contract for the academic year in question (i.e. 

2016-2017); 
- the student must have been registered in the immediately preceding academic year at the 

latest (i.e. 2015-2016) for the complete model pathway of the second Bachelor’s year for BEW 

(for students wishing to go on an Erasmus exchange in the third Bachelor’s year) or of the 
third Bachelor’s year for HI/BI (for HI and BI students wishing to go on an Erasmus exchange 
in the first Master’s year); 

- the student must either have passed both the first and the second Bachelor’s year after a 
maximum of three academic years (after the first or second exam session), or have passed 
the first Bachelor’s year AND have earned at least 39 credits for the second Bachelor’s year 

(after the first or second exam session) after a maximum of two academic years. In practice 
this means that a student must have earned 99 credits in order to qualify; 
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- this criterion is of course almost always met for a first year Master’s student who wishes to 
study abroad, but needs to be closely monitored for a third year Bachelor’s student; 

- for first year Master’s students in HI, the number of credits is not 99, but 159; 

- for TEW Master’s students who wish to study abroad for an extra semester, the strict condition 
is that they must have passed every part of their Master’s year at Hasselt, but they may still 
have to complete their Master’s thesis. In this case, the credit requirement is 219 credits.  

   
A number of principles apply when assigning study places abroad: 
 

1. For several destinations (see Appendix 1, 2 and 3) which are eligible for two or three groups of 
students (third year Bachelor’s in TEW and first year Master’s in HI/BI and/or Master’s in 
TEW), TEW students starting their third Bachelor’s year next academic year and wishing to 
study abroad take priority, as they only have one opportunity to study abroad during their 
studies, over the first year Master’s HI/BI students (who in principle have two opportunities 
during their studies), and the latter in turn take priority over the TEW Master’s students 
who want to take an extra semester.  

 
2. As students can theoretically go on an Erasmus exchange twice, and we want to give as many 

students as possible the opportunity to study abroad for a semester, students who have not 

yet studied abroad will, in the event of a shortage of places for a particular destination across 
all applications, take priority over those who have already done so. This applies both to the 
first year Master’s HI/BI students and for the extra semester after the TEW Master’s. 

 
3. In addition, after a student has applied to study abroad, a selection interview will be 

organised. The arrangements for this will be communicated. Attendance of this interview is 
required, otherwise the student will not be allowed to study abroad. 

 
The purpose of this interview is to deter less motivated applicants and those who have little chance 
because of their total credits earned at the time of the interview. In addition, a ranking must be drawn 
up, which except for item 1 below will also be the ranking that is communicated to the central services 
for the award of Erasmus scholarships. This ranking will only come into effect if Hasselt University is 

awarded fewer Erasmus scholarships than there are applicants, in which case those at the bottom of 
the ranking will be eliminated first. 

 
1. The ranking only applies to students who want to go on Erasmus exchanges, not for students 

who opt for remote destinations (without an Erasmus scholarship). 
2. BI Master’s students wishing to study at Pisa for a year must be included in the ranking. This 

is because we offer the Pisa year in our study guide as an alternative specialisation (BI-BOA 
instead of BI-ICT), with courses under their own code number. Legally, BI students must 

therefore have the opportunity to take this specialisation. 
3. For the other applicants, a system with two types of criteria can be used in order to make a 

selection: mandatory criteria (those who do not comply are eliminated) and criteria that 
determine whether or not you are included in the ranking (i.e. that will be checked in an 
interview along with the mandatory criteria). 

4. Mandatory criteria: 
a. Students must have gained a minimum number of credits at the point when the 

application must be submitted (this year on 20 February 2016): 72 credits for second 
Bachelor’s year TEW/HI/BI students (who want to enter the third Bachelor’s year in 
TEW/HI/BI); 132 credits for third Bachelor’s year HI/BI students (who want to enter 
the first Master’s year in HI/BI); and 192 credits for TEW Master’s students who want 

to study abroad for an extra semester. These applicants must have obtained their TEW 
Bachelor’s degree. 

b. The timeliness and completeness of the application, which must be submitted 
electronically. 

5. Other selection criteria: 
a. The study results in percentage points calculated across all subjects in which an exam 

has been taken at the time of submission of the application 
b. Motivation, measured on the basis of factors such as: 

i. Student’s motivation for studying abroad and making an extra effort to do so if 

necessary  
ii. Student’s preparation for the interview 
iii. Student’s motivation for choosing/not choosing particular destinations 
iv. Student’s understanding of own abilities 
v. Student’s understanding of the reasons for any weaker academic results, and 

motivation to address those reasons 
vi. Adequate language skills or a realistic plan to address the lack thereof 
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vii. Student’s ability to express him/herself in a logical fashion 

 
 

 

3) ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS  
 
If you take part in an Erasmus or similar exchange programme, you will follow an adapted study 
programme in your third Bachelor’s year, which has a minimum of 60 and a maximum of 63 credits 
and is composed of two parts: 
 
1) The study programme at the host university during the first semester 

 
This programme has a minimum of 21 and a maximum of 33 credits and is composed as follows: 
 

- Only programme components that meet the following conditions can be taken: 
 

 The programme component belongs to the discipline of economics and/or business (in the 

broad sense) or to the auxiliary sciences of this field.  
 The programme component has little or no content overlap with programme components 

from the model pathways of the first and second Bachelor’s years followed at Hasselt 
University, or with third Bachelor’s year programme components for which credits have 
already been gained. 

 It is not a programme component of the first Bachelor’s year at the host institution. 
 

-  For each compulsory programme component of the study programme at Hasselt University which is 
scheduled during the first semester and for which no credits have been gained, the student should 
follow an equivalent programme component.  
‘Equivalence’ does not mean that the programme component at the host institution must have exactly 
the same content as that at Hasselt University, but that the two programme components are in the 
same field and at a comparable level. 

 If the total of the equivalent courses is lower than that of the programme components at 

Hasselt, an additional programme component can be included. 
 For our language courses, exceptional arrangements apply. Equivalent courses at the host 

university will not be accepted for these. 
 

- ‘Equivalence’ for the first year Master’s should be interpreted somewhat more broadly, as 
indicated. 

 
- For TEW Master’s students who wish to take an extra semester abroad, equivalence will be 

interpreted even more broadly (see point 4) 
 

- Quite apart from the issue of equivalence, in which we try to find combinations of subjects in 
known languages, it is possible that a mixed language programme may be put together (e.g. 
English-Spanish). We advise students to work on their language skills in advance, either in 
Belgium or at the foreign university prior to the start of the programme; 

 

 
2) Evaluation of programme components taken at the host university 

 
Results for the programme components taken abroad will be adapted to the UHasselt grade system 

using fixed conversion tables. They are then included in the final results for the year in the same 
way as results for equivalent Hasselt University programme components. These tables are available 
from Kathy Hoffer (room B70 - see contact details below). 
 
In pass/fail decisions and decisions about exam retake or repeat year exemptions, identical decision-

making rules apply as for Hasselt University programme components.  
 
A student who fails a programme component that has been taken abroad is entitled to a retake, 
prepared and assessed by the relevant lecturer at the host university. The rules applicable to retakes 
(for guest students) at the host university will be followed. The time and place (Hasselt or host 
university) for the retake will be agreed on a case by case basis between the host university and the 
Education Internationalisation Office of the BEW Faculty. See table in Appendixes 1, 2 and 3.  

 
3) The study programme at Hasselt University during the second semester 
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This second semester programme is composed of Hasselt University programme components for at 
least 24 credits. 

The coordinator of the exchange programmes formulates a proposal for a study programme at Hasselt 

University for each student. The following principles are applied: 
 All programme components of the model pathway in the third Bachelor’s year of the 

relevant specialisation that are offered in the second semester should be taken. An 
exception will only be made to this if an equivalent course has been taken at the host 
university. 

 Compulsory programme components of the first semester in the third Bachelor’s year 

for which no equivalent programme component has been taken abroad should also be 
taken. Classes cannot be attended for these programme components. The second 
semester catch-up exam should be taken. Students who return in time from the host 
university may be allowed to take the first semester exam.  

 In order to achieve a minimum of 60 credits for the academic year, other programme 
components may be added from those offered by the BEW Faculty.  

 

For programme components of the first semester of the second Bachelor’s year for which no credit has 
been gained by the beginning of the study stay, the second semester catch-up exam may be taken or, 
if the student returns from the host university in time, the first semester exam. 

 
The same rules apply for Master’s students who study abroad, except that their programme includes 
components from both the first semester of the first Master’s year and the first semester of the 

second Master’s year. 
 
 
 
4) For TEW students who wish to study for an extra semester next academic year, the 

principles are of course simpler. 
 

These students follow a programme of at least 21 and preferably 30 credits abroad. The courses 
are selected from a list which is provided. The selection principles are as follows: 

 At least 12 to 18 credits (or 20 credits) are chosen from an area of focus (comparable 
to our TEW specialisations), which may be the same or different from the 
specialisation chosen in Hasselt. If the same focus is chosen, the same subjects may 
not be taken. 

 This selection will be supplemented with courses from the same focus area, other 

focus areas or of a more general nature that appear on the list. 
 The choice of partners is a guarantee of quality, and no real attempt is made to 

achieve equivalence with subjects in our TEW Master’s specialisations. Instead, 
similarity has been the general guideline. 

 Retakes are done on the day of the retake abroad and, if possible at that time, via 
email to Hasselt. This choice depends on the possibilities offered by the partner. 

 
 
 
 
4)POSSIBLE DESTINATIONS IN 2016-2017 
 
For 2016-2017, the BEW Faculty has entered into cooperation agreements with a large number of 

universities (including universities in Canada, China, Vietnam and Jordan). See tables in Appendixes 1, 2 
and 3. 

 
Not all destinations are suitable for each of the three specialisations (TEW/HI/BI). The 
appended tables indicate what is currently possible for each host university. When choosing 
POSSIBLE DESTINATIONS in your application, you should take this into account. 
 

Further changes may occur, however, as contracts change and we are working on 
improvements.1 We will keep you informed of important changes via the information board 
next to office B71.  
 

                                                
1 We are currently working on new contracts with, among others, the University of Flint, School of Managment in 

Flint, Michigan and Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA, and extensions are being arranged of the 
contracts with the University of Porto. We hope to have completed some of these projects for 2016-2017.  
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In addition, students who have registered for the TEW, HI or BI second Bachelor’s year at Hasselt 
University in academic year 2015-2016 can also attend summer schools during the summer holiday, for 

which the ECTS credits acquired are treated as optional subjects in the third Bachelor’s year. 

Three possibilities will be offered in the same places as last year (the Wroclaw University of 
Economics, Poland, the Princess Sumaya University for Technology, Amman, Jordan and the 
Universidad de Almeria, Spain). As is the case every year, the themes of the courses and the dates 
still need to be agreed with our partners. They will be communicated separately. See section 6. 

 
 
 
5) LANGUAGE PREPARATION 

 
 For study stays at English- and French-speaking institutions, no language preparation is provided. 

However, the possibility is provided at several institutions to take language courses before or during 

the semester.  
 Anyone who wishes to apply for Germany or Austria and who has not studied German either at 

Hasselt University or elsewhere should take the appropriate language course (level 1) in the second 
semester of 2013-2014. Anyone wishing to take German 1 for these reasons is kindly requested to 

contact the education office (not the relevant lecturer) as soon as possible. 
 It is also possible to work through the German 1 (and 2) programme components independently. For 

instance, you can do this during the Easter or summer holidays. It is best not to start doing this 

completely on your own. You are advised to consult the relevant lecturer 
 For study stays in Germany, Austria, Spain and Italy, you can normally take an intensive course 

for Erasmus students at the host university just before the start of the academic year. The registration 
fees for these courses may be (partially) reimbursed by Hasselt University.  

 Of course, we would recommend to everyone to also explore and make active use of other 
opportunities to learn the local language better, such as evening classes, PCVO courses or online 

courses of the various institutes of major language areas in Belgium (the Goethe Institute, the 
Cervantes Institute and the Dante Alleghieri Institute). 

 
 
6) SUMMER SCHOOLS 
 
Separately from the possibility of studying abroad for a whole semester, students can also consider a 

shorter stay abroad. This can be done via our three summer schools, which have been contractually 
agreed with the University of Wroclaw, Poland; with PSUT in Amman, Jordan, and with the Universidad 
de Almeria, Spain. The conditions for these will be announced separately. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 

From 20 February 2016, you can contact the Education Internationalisation Service (B70) for 
information about the study programmes of the various partner universities.  
Our usual opening times are every weekday from 8.30 to 11.30.  
 
Before the selection of applicants and the allocation of places, it is not desirable for you to 
submit individual questions to the contact people at the partner universities. 
 

 
If you have further questions, you and your parents are always welcome to contact: 
 
 
 
Hasselt University Internationalisation Office (DIOS) 

- Liesbeth Oeyen – Institution Coordinator for Erasmus  
 (Rectorate 3.02 – 011/26.80.66 – liesbeth.oeyen@uhasselt.be) 

- Erika Vandersmissen – Erasmus Administration  
   erika.vandersmissen@uhasselt.be) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
BEW Faculty:  

 Wouter Faes   
   (B71 – 011/26.86.47 – wouter.faes@uhasselt.be) 

 Kathy Hoffer  

   (B70 – 011/26.87.18 – kathy.hoffer@uhasselt.be) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:liesbeth.oeyen@uhasselt.be
mailto:erika.vandersmissen@uhasselt.be
mailto:wouter.faes@uhasselt.be
mailto:kathy.hoffer@uhasselt.be
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Appendix 1: BACHELOR’S PROGRAMMES: destinations per specialisation for 2016-2017   (18.08.15) 

 
 
UNIVERSITY 

TEW HI BI AVAILABLE 
PLACES 

START OF 
SEM.1 
  

END SEM.1  LOCATION OF 
EXAM RETAKES 
(changes every 
year) 

AMMAN, Princess Sumaya University for Technology  X X 5 15.09.2014 30.01.2015  

ATHENS, University of Economics and Business X   2 01.10.2014 13.02.2015 Athens 

BRITISH COLUMBIA, Thompson Rivers University X X  1    

DRESDEN, Technische Universität  X X 1 01.10.2014 31.03.2015  

HAMBURG, Universität Hamburg X X X 1 01.10.2014 31.03.2015 Hamburg 

HANOI, Foreign Trade University X   2 Beginning of 

Sept. 

  

INNSBRUCK, Universität Innsbrück X X X 4 22.09.2014 13.02.2015 Innsbrück 

JYVASKYLA, University of Jyväskylä X X  2 01.09.2014 19.12.2014 Lecturer decides 

LEIPZIG, Universität Leipzig X   2 01.10.2014 31.03.2015 Leipzig 

LUGO, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela (5)  X X  3 08.09.2014 23.01.2015 Late June – early 

July 

MACAU, University of Macau X X X 1 25.08.2014  19.12.2014  

MARSEILLE, KEDGE Business School X   6 08.09.2014 19.12.2014  

MICHIGAN, University of Michigan, School of 
Management, Flint 

X X  1    

MONTPELLIER, Université de Montpellier IAE X   4 15.09.2014 19.12.2014 UHasselt 

NANTES, Université de Nantes X   4 15.09.2014 11.01.2015 Nantes (June) 

NEWFOUNDLAND, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland 

X   2 01.09.2014 17.12.2014  

PAMPLONA, Universidad Publica de Navarra (2) X   3 08.09.2014 24.01.2015  

PORTO, Universidade do Porto X X  2 15.09.2014 11.02.2015  

QUEBEC, Bishop’s University, Lennoxville X X  2 01.09.2014 12.12.2014  

RENNES, Université de Rennes I  X  5 01.09.2014 19.12.2014 UHasselt 

SALAMANCA, Universidad de Salamanca (4) X X  5 22.09.2014 07.02.2015 Salamanca 

VALENCIA, Universidad de Valencia (3) X X X 6 10.09.2014 01.02.2015 Valencia (late June 
– early July) 

WARSAW, Ryszard Lazarski Univ. of Commerce and 
Law 

X   2 22.09.2014 02.02.2015  

 
(1) Early September, Spanish course. Language level to be demonstrated at enrolment: B2 (CEFR, Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages) 
(2) End of August, intensive Spanish course 
(3) ‘Reasonable knowledge’ of Spanish required in order to attend Spanish courses 
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(4) Intensive Spanish course starts last week of September. Spanish courses are also offered in July and August. 

(5) Intensive Spanish course from June onwards, starting every two weeks – at least two modules are needed.  

 

 
 
Appendix 2: 1st YEAR MASTER’S IN HI: destinations per specialisation for 1st year of Master’s in HI/BI for 2016 – 2017  (10.10.2015) 
 

 
UNIVERSITY 

HI 
AF 

HI 
OML 

HI 
TIM 
 

HI 
MAR 

BI AVAILABLE 
PLACES 

START OF 
SEM.1 

END OF 
SEM.1 
 

ABERYSTWYTH, University of Aberystwyth  X (Acc)     1 24.09.2014 26.01.2015 

ALMERIA, Università de Almeria X (Acc and 
Fin) 

  X  2 24.09.2014 16.02.2015 

ATHENE, University of Economics and Business    X  1 01.10.2014 13.02.2015 

DRESDEN, Technische Universität  X    1 01.10.2014 31.03.2015 

EINDHOVEN, TU Eindhoven  X    2 20.08.2014 20.02.2015 

GRAZ, Austria, Karl Franzens Universität   X X   2 31.08.2014 * 01.02.2015 

LAPPEENRANTA, Techn. Universiteit Lappeenranta  X X   2 08.09.2014 19.12.2014 

MACAU, University of Macau X (Acc and 
Fin) 

X  X  1 20.08.2014 18.12.2014 

MADRID, Universidad Carlos III, Madrid-Getafe X (Fin)   X  3 03.09.2014 01.02.2015 

MARSEILLE, KEDGE Business school X (Acc and 

Fin) 

  X  2 08.09.2014 19.12.2014 

MONS, Université de Mons X (Acc and 
Fin) 

  X  2 17.09.2014 26.01.2015 

ODENSE, University of South Denmark   X X  2 28.08.2014 01.02.2015 

PISA, Università degli Studi (choice between first 
semester or entire year) 

    X 5 24.09.2014 
18.02.2015 

15.02.2015 
31.07.2015 

PORTO, Universidade de Porto (first or second 
semester) 

    X 4 15.09.2014 11.02.2015 

RENNES, Université de Rennes I X (Fin)     2 01.09.2014 19.12.2014 

SOFIA, University of National and World Economy 
Sofia  

X (Fin)   X  1 17.09.2014 29.01.2015 

WROCLAW, University of Wroclaw X (Acc and 

Fin) 

X  X  3 24.09.2014 11.02.2015 

 
* 2-3 weeks before the start of the academic year: ‘German Intensive course’ 
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Appendix 3:  TEW MASTER’S: destinations per focus area choice for extra semester after TEW Master’s at Hasselt University (*) for 2016 

– 2017  (18.08.2015) 

 
University Focus 

AF 
Focus 
BM 

Focus 
OI 

Focus 
MAR 

Focus 
INT. 
BUS. 

Other  
FOCUS 

No. of 
availabl
e places 

Start 
SEM. 1 

End of 
SEM. 1 

ATHENS, Athens University of Economics and Business    X X X  1 01.10.2014 13.02.2015 

GRAZ, Karl Franzens Universität  X X    1 31.08.2014* 01.02.2015 

HAMBURG, Universität Hamburg  X   X  X(OML) 3 01.10.2014 31.03.2015 

LEIPZIG, Universität Leipzig  X X     1 01.10.2014 31.03.2015 

PAMPLONA, Universidad Publica de Navarra, UPNA      X  2 08.09.2014 24.01.2015 

RENNES, Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Rennes  X  X X   3 01.09.2014 19.12.2014 

SIENA, Università degli Studi di Siena  X      2   

SOFIA, University of National and World Economy, Sofia 

  

  X X X  1 17.09.2014 29.01.2015 

* 2-3 weeks before the start of the academic year: ‘German Intensive course’ 
 
(*) Focus means the choice made by the student for the stay abroad. This focus does not have to correspond to the specialisation 

previously followed in Hasselt. 

 
All TEW Master’s students can choose any of these eight destinations. The crosses in the table indicate which choices of focus are possible. 
 

 
 


